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Cognitive aging studies have suggested that older adults show
declines in both sustained and transient cognitive control
processes. However, previous neuroimaging studies have primarily
focused on age-related change in the magnitude, but not temporal
dynamics, of brain activity. The present study compared brain
activity dynamics in healthy old and young adults during task
switching. A mixed blocked/event-related functional magnetic
resonance imaging design enabled separation of transient and
sustained neural activity associated with cognitive control. Relative
to young adults, older adults exhibited not only decreased sustained
activity in the anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) during task-
switching blocks but also increased transient activity on task-
switch trials. Another pattern of age-related shift in dynamics was
present in the lateral PFC (lPFC) and posterior parietal cortex
(PPC), with younger adults showing a cue-related response during
task-switch trials in lPFC and PPC, whereas older adults exhibited
switch-related activation during the cue period in PPC only. In all 3
regions, these qualitatively distinct patterns of brain activity
predicted qualitatively distinct patterns of behavioral performance
across the 2 age groups. Together, these results suggest that older
adults may shift from a proactive to reactive cognitive control
strategy as a means of retaining relatively preserved behavioral
performance in the face of age-related neurocognitive changes.
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Introduction

Impairments in executive control form a core component of

age-related cognitive decline (Craik and Salthouse 2007).

Cognitive neuroscience studies have demonstrated not only

age-related shifts in the magnitude of neural responses,

including reduced activation in many of the brain regions that

support executive control, such as lateral prefrontal cortex

(lPFC) (e.g., Logan et al. 2002), but also activity increases in

widespread regions that are typically interpreted in terms

of a compensation pattern (e.g., Cabeza et al. 2002; Persson

et al. 2004) or a breakdown of inhibitory mechanisms (e.g.,

Dickerson et al. 2004; Gazzaley et al. 2005). In the current

report, we focus on how an analysis of the temporal dynamics

of brain activity, rather than simple activation magnitudes,

might provide new insights into the nature of age-related

changes in executive control.

Experimental studies of multitasking or task switching have

become one of the most popular means of studying executive

control. In task-switching paradigms, individuals are required

to perform 2 or more different tasks in a rapidly intermixed

manner (Jersild 1927; Allport et al. 1994; Rogers and Monsell

1995), with an advance cue typically indicating the task to

perform on the upcoming trial (Meiran 1996). These paradigms

place a high demand on both sustained and transient cognitive

control, with the former involved in actively maintaining the

relevant task sets or rules in a highly accessible state and the

latter involved in preparatory and updating processes occur-

ring when the next task and/or a task switch is indicated.

Behavioral studies have demonstrated reliable age-related

declines in performance. Interestingly, the declines have often

been observed in terms of mixing costs that index sustained

changes during task-switching block (De Jong 2001; Reimers

and Maylor 2005; Verhaeghen and Basak 2005). However, other

studies have focused on age-related changes in switching costs

that may reflect transient processes occurring during task-

switch trials (Salthouse et al. 1998; Kramer et al. 1999; Mayr

2001; Kray et al. 2002). The behavioral literature thus suggests

cognitive control changes in both sustained and transient

components during aging and further that these are potentially

dissociable (Mayr 2001; Braver and West 2007).

Neuroimaging methods (e.g., functional magnetic resonance

imaging [fMRI] and event-related potential [ERP]) provide

a more direct window into the temporal dynamics of executive

control processes during task switching and how they might

change with age. ERP studies have consistently observed

distinct frontal and parietal components not only associated

with task-switch trials (Friedman et al. 2008; West and Travers

2008) but also with mixed-task blocks (i.e., both switch and

repeat trials) compared with single-task blocks. Moreover, in

older adults, cue-related potentials show increased latency,

whereas target-related potentials were found to be of higher

amplitude, potentially indicating a compensatory process (Kray

et al. 2005). Event-related fMRI studies have reliably also

observed transient cue-related activation during task switching

within posterior parietal cortex (PPC) and lPFC (Dove et al.

2000; Kimberg et al. 2000; MacDonald et al. 2000; Rushworth

et al. 2002; Sakai and Passingham 2003; Crone et al. 2006).

Several fMRI studies have also examined task switching in older

adults and confirmed that age-related changes in activity

magnitude are most prominent in the lPFC and PPC regions

(DiGirolamo et al. 2001; Gold et al. 2008). However, the studies

have utilized blocked designs, which do not permit an

examination of age-related changes in the temporal dynamics

of brain activation.

The mixed blocked/event-related fMRI design may be the

ideal one for dissociating distinct task-switching control

processes because it enables decomposition of activity

dynamics during task blocks into both transient (i.e., trial

related) and sustained (i.e., present during intertrial intervals

[ITIs]) components (Visscher et al. 2003). Using this approach,
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we found sustained activity in anterior PFC (aPFC) during

mixed-task blocks that was dissociable from the transient

responses in PPC and lPFC (Braver et al. 2003). The approach

has also been employed with older adults in a study of long-term

memory retrieval (Dennis et al. 2007), with older adults showing

a reduction in sustained activity within the PFC. This finding

suggests that older adults may fail to initiate sustained control

processes that preserve flexible and rapid task performance

under cognitively demanding conditions. However, the re-

duction in sustained activity in that study was not linked to

additional changes in transient activity. It is thus possible that, in

older adults, the disruption of the sustained processesmay result

in behavioral impairment or be compensated by transient

processes by changing task strategy (Braver and West 2007).

In the current study, we utilized the mixed blocked/event-

related fMRI design to compare the brain activity dynamics of

older and younger adults during task switching. Specifically, we

tested the hypothesis that aging would lead to a shift in the

temporal dynamics of brain activity, such that under switching

conditions older adults would show not only reduced sustained

activity but also increased transient activity in brain regions

supporting cognitive control (e.g., aPFC, lPFC, and PPC),

potentially as a compensatory mechanism. Moreover, we

predicted that older adults would also exhibit impairments in

responding to cue stimuli on task-switch trials, which would be

reflected in additional changes in transient activation dynamics

within these regions.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Fourteen right-handed older adults (OLD) and 13 right-handed young

adults (YOUNG) participated in the study. Participants were screened

for any sign of medical disorders, including treated or untreated

hypertension diabetes and thyroid problems, neurological disorders

past head injuries involving loss of consciousness for 5 or more minutes

or a documented concussions, psychiatric disorders, medication

histories that could inference cognitive performance, or any other

contraindication for MRI. Older participants were further administered

the Blessed Orientation-Memory-Concentration Test (Katzman et al.

1983), and individuals with 5 or more errors did not participate in the

present study. All participants gave informed consent per guidelines set

by the Washington University Medical Center Human Studies Commit-

tee and were paid $25 for each hour of participation. The OLD and

YOUNG groups underwent identical experimental procedures as part

of the study. The primary results of the YOUNG have been reported

previously (Braver et al. 2003). The OLD group consisted of 4 males and

10 females with a mean age of 73 years (age range 65--87 years), and the

YOUNG group consisted of 8 males and 5 females with a mean age of

21 years (age range 19--26 years). The educational history of the OLD

group was 14.5 ± 2.0 (mean ± standard deviation [SD]), which is

comparable with that of the YOUNG group, consisting of undergrad-

uate university students.

It is worth noting that although the gender distribution appeared

somewhat different in the 2 groups (more female participants in the

OLD group), this bias did not appear to confound our results. Indeed,

we reanalyzed both the behavioral and imaging data, statistically

controlling for gender in analysis of covariance, and confirmed that

none of the results were changed. It is also important that there is

virtually no gender difference in brain activity during executive control

(Haut and Barch 2006).

Behavioral Tasks
The experimental paradigm that participants performed was identical

to our previous report (Braver et al. 2003). Briefly, the paradigm

involved 2 semantic classification tasks performed under either single-

block or mixed-block conditions. One classification task required

a decision as to whether a visually presented word described an object

that is either larger (LARGE; e.g., ‘‘truck’’) or smaller (SMALL; e.g.,

‘‘carrot’’) than a standard computer monitor. The other task required

a decision as to whether the object was manmade (e.g., truck) or

natural (e.g., carrot). For both tasks, a task cue appeared prior to the

target word and signaled the classification judgment to be made (LRG-

SML or MAN-NAT). In the mixed-block condition, the classification task

to be performed varied randomly from trial to trial. In the single-task

condition, only a single task was performed during the entire block.

Thus, in the single-task condition, the task cue information could be

ignored. All words varied on both the MAN-NAT and LRG-SML

dimensions with each possible combination presented with equal

frequency (manmade/large, manmade/small, natural/large, and natural/

small). Furthermore, in mixed blocks, there were approximately equal

numbers of task-switch and task-repeat trials. Moreover, the word list

assigned to each task condition (single vs. mixed block) was counter-

balanced across participants.

The words for both conditions were presented centrally on a visual

display in 36-point Helvetica font. Words were taken from standardized

lists of concrete nouns. All words were 3--7 letters in length and

consisted of 1 or 2 syllables. Responses to stimuli were made by

pressing different buttons on a handheld response box with either the

index or the middle finger of the right hand. The stimulus--response

mappings were counterbalanced across participants. However, it is

important to note the response overlap across tasks, in that the same

button marked a particular feature in each of the 2 semantic

dimensions (e.g., the right button could indicate that an item was

manmade or large and the left button indicate that an item was natural

or small). Such response overlap (and associated ambiguity) is

considered to be an important feature of task-switching paradigms

that contribute to the demands for cognitive control (Meiran et al.

2000; see also Supplementary Materials). Within each trial, the timing

and sequence of events was as follows. First, the task cue was presented

for 750 ms, followed by a 1750-ms delay. Next, the semantic target

word was presented for 2000 ms, during which responses were

recorded. Participants were instructed to make a classification decision

as quickly and accurately as possible following target onset and indicate

this decision with a button press. Next, a variable ITI occurred between

500 and 5500 ms in steps of 2500 ms (mean = 1.75 s, SD = 1.87 s). The

variability in ITI allowed for estimation of the event-related hemody-

namic response on each trial, as described below (Friston et al. 1995).

Each scanning run consisted of 40 trials. Two scanning runs were

performed for each condition, yielding 80 single-task trials and 80

mixed-task trials.

Prior to the scanning session, participants were given instructions

regarding all tasks to be performed. Participants were then given

practice trials in which to perform each task. During practice trials, the

experimenter answered any further questions, validated that instruc-

tions were understood, and ensured that the tasks were performed

appropriately and with a reasonably high level of accuracy.

Functional Imaging
Images were acquired on a Siemens 1.5-T Vision System (Erlangen,

Germany) with a standard circularly polarized head coil. A pillow and

tape were used to minimize head movement. Headphones dampened

scanner noise and enabled communication with participants. Both

structural and functional images were acquired at each scan. High-

resolution (1.25 3 1 3 1) structural images were acquired using

a sagittal magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo 3D T1-weighted

sequence (time repetition [TR] = 9.7 mm, time echo [TE] = 4, flip = 12�,
time to inversion = 300 ms) (Mugler and Brookeman 1990). Functional

images were acquired using an asymmetric spin-echo echo-planar

sequence (TR = 2500, TE = 50 ms, flip = 90�). Each image consisted of

18 contiguous, 7-mm-thick axial slices acquired parallel to the anterior--

posterior commissure plane (3.75 3 3.75 mm in-plane), allowing

complete brain coverage at a high signal-to-noise ratio (Conturo et al.

1996). Participants were scanned in 4 separate scanning runs, with 2

scans each of the single-task and mixed-task conditions. For the single-

task condition, 1 run was performed of each classification task (MAN-

NAT and LRG-SML). Each run consisted of alternating cycles of task
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(TSK) and fixation (FIX) blocks with the following structure: FIX, TSK,

FIX, TSK, FIX. The inclusion of fixation blocks was an important feature

of the scanning design to enable us to conduct mixed blocked and

event-related fMRI analyses (see below). Task blocks were 140 s (20

trials) in duration. Fixation blocks (denoted by a centrally presented

crosshair) were 37.5 s in duration. Finally, the first 4 images in each

scanning run were used to allow the scanner to reach steady state and

hence were discarded. Each run lasted approximately 6.5 min, and a 2-

min delay occurred between runs, during which time participants

rested.

Visual stimuli were presented using PsyScope (Cohen et al. 1993)

running on an Apple PowerMac G4. Stimuli were projected to

participants with an AmPro LCD projector (model 150) onto a screen

positioned at the head end of the bore. Participants viewed the screen

through a mirror attached to the head coil. A fiber-optic, light-sensitive

key press interfaced with the PsyScope Button Box was used to record

participants’ behavioral performance.

Data Analysis
Behavioral performance data were analyzed for age and task-switching

effects by conducting analysis of variance (ANOVAs) or t-tests on

accuracy and reaction time (RT). Functional imaging data were

preprocessed prior to statistical analysis according to the following

procedures. All functional images were first temporally aligned across

the brain volume, corrected for movement using a rigid-body rotation

and translation correction (Friston et al. 1996; Snyder 1996), and then

registered to the participant’s anatomical images (in order to correct

for movement between the anatomical and function scans). The data

were then intensity normalized (to an arbitrary value of 1000),

resampled into 3-mm isotropic voxels, and spatially smoothed with

a 9-mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Partic-

ipants’ structural images were transformed into standardized atlas

space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) using a 12D affine transformation

(Woods et al. 1992, 1998). Importantly, the structural images were

registered to locally developed template that involved averaging across

an equal number of older and younger adult brains to insure that

registration was not age biased (Buckner et al. 2004). The functional

images were then registered to the reference brain using the alignment

parameters derived for the structural scans.

A general linear model (GLM) approach (Friston et al. 1995) was used

to estimate parameter values for both event-related (transient) activity

and for sustained activity associated with the entire task block.

Importantly, the sustained and transient effects are simultaneously

and independently coded within the same GLM, which allowed us to

dissociate these effects. Sustained effects were coded by a boxcar

function using an assumption of a fixed-shape response of long duration

(i.e., boxcar convolved with a gamma function; Boynton et al. 1996).

Event-related effects were coded by using series of time points along

the hemodynamic response epoch. The duration of this epoch was

taken to be 20 s (8 scanning frames). These time points were

individually estimated in the GLM.

The logic of the GLM estimation approach is that event-related

effects will decay back to baseline during the ITI, whereas sustained

effects should remain relatively constant and of increased amplitude

relative to control (fixation) blocks. This approach to GLM coding of

sustained and transient responses has been validated via both

simulation and empirically based methodological studies (Visscher

et al. 2003). With this GLM coding for the sustained and transient

events, the baseline state in the GLM reflects activity during the fixation

blocks that were interleaved with the task blocks.

The event-related and sustained estimates for the time course data

were then submitted to a group analysis using voxel-wise random-

effects model ANOVAs. For analyses directly comparing transient and

sustained activity, the magnitude of the event-related response was

computed by computing a cross-correlation (i.e., the inner product)

with a standard hemodynamic response function (i.e., a gamma

function; Boynton et al. 1996), providing comparable measurement

with the sustained effect. Note that the time courses in Figure 1c are

based on the parameter estimate for each time point, whereas the

signal magnitudes in Figure 1b are based on the cross-correlation (see

also Supplementary Materials for complementary analysis).

The primary analysis approach was region-of-interest (ROI) based.

Specifically, analyses focused on 3 ROIs in the aPFC, lPFC, and PPC.

These brain regions have repeatedly been activated during task

switching in the previous literature (Dove et al. 2000; Kimberg et al.

2000; MacDonald et al. 2000; Sohn et al. 2000; DiGirolamo et al. 2001;

Brass and von Cramon 2002, 2004; Bunge et al. 2002; Brass et al. 2003;

Braver et al. 2003; Sakai and Passingham 2003, 2006; Reynolds et al.

2004; Yeung et al. 2006). Specifically, these regions were functionally

defined based on the coordinates reported in meta-analyses for

cognitive control (Table 4 in Wager and Smith 2003; Table II in Owen

et al. 2005). Spherical regions with 10 mm radius were then created

from each of the seed point coordinates, with the regions merged into

a composite for each volume of interest. The aPFC region included the

posterior part of Brodmann area (BA) 10 and the most anterior portions

of BA 46, the lPFC region included the posterior inferior portion of PFC

incorporating BA 44 and BA 45, and the PPC region included the

portion of parietal cortex near the boundary of the superior cortex and

PPC (BA 7 and BA 40). This ROI-based approach is identical to one we

have used in previous studies (Emery et al. 2008; Fales et al. 2008; Locke

and Braver 2008); the exact anatomical masks are available from the

authors upon request. Within each ROI, voxel clusters were identified

and selected for further analyses based on statistical contrasts of

interest. These voxel clusters were assessed for significance using the

AlphaSim Monte Carlo procedure (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/),

using the anatomically/functionally defined ROI as a small-volume

mask. All contiguous voxel clusters reported below passed the

threshold for significance (alpha < 0.05) when correcting for multiple

comparisons within the small volume.

aPFC Analyses

A set of analyses focused on age differences in aPFC activity. These

analyses primarily focused on the age-related differences in activity

dynamics in terms of ‘‘sustained’’ and ‘‘transient’’ processes based on the

previous findings (Braver et al. 2003; Owen et al. 2005; Dosenbach et al.

2007). The first analysis identified aPFC regions showing significant

sustained activity that differed across the 2 age groups using the

following 3 contrasts: 1) significantly increased sustained activity in

the mixed block relative to the single block in either the OLD or the

YOUNG group (P < 0.05); 2) a significant group (OLD and YOUNG) by

block (single and mixed) interaction for sustained activity (P < 0.05);

and 3) significant group (OLD and YOUNG) by dynamics (sustained and

transient) interaction (P < 0.05; c.f., Braver et al. 2003). For this last

contrast, the magnitude of the event-related response computed by

computing a cross-correlation with a standard hemodynamic response

function (Boynton et al. 1996) in order to permit a direct comparison

between the sustained and transient patterns. It is important to note

that the employed contrast approach is unbiased in terms of age, such

that it will identify regions showing sustained activity during the mixed

block that satisfy either a YOUNG > OLD or OLD > YOUNG pattern.

Moreover, the contrast does not reflect any a priori hypothesis

regarding the pattern of transient activity in the aPFC ROI.

A second analysis identified aPFC regions showing significant

between-subjects correlations between activation and behavioral

performance, examining each age group separately. The following 2

contrasts were used in each analysis: 1) voxel-wise sustained activity in

the mixed block relative to the single block (P < 0.05) and 2)

a significant voxel-wise correlation coefficient (P < 0.05) between

increased sustained activity in the mixed block (i.e., mixed – single) and

the behavioral mixing cost effect (repeat trial -- single trial reaction

time). A separate analysis identified aPFC regions in an analogous way

but focused on transient rather than sustained activity related to task

switching. Thus, the contrasts identified regions showing 1) voxel-wise

event-related activity in the task-switch trials relative to the repeat

trials (P < 0.05) and 2) a significant voxel-wise correlation coefficient

(P < 0.05) between increased transient switch-related activity (i.e.,

switch trials – repeat trials) and the behavioral switch cost effect

(switch trial - repeat trial reaction time).

By conducting separate voxel-wise analyses for effects of experi-

mental condition and brain--behavior correlations, it is possible to

circumvent the inherent trade-off in variance partitioning associated

with each analysis. Specifically, the first analysis identifies voxel clusters
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in which the variance due to experimental conditions is much greater

than between-subjects variability. Conversely, in the second analysis,

high between-subjects variability is preferred (but which reduces the

significance of experimental condition effects).

lPFC and PPC Analyses

Another set of analyses focused on age differences in lPFC and PPC

activity. These analyses primarily focused on transient activity dynamics

within these regions based on the previous findings (Dove et al. 2000;

Kimberg et al. 2000; MacDonald et al. 2000; Sohn et al. 2000;

DiGirolamo et al. 2001; Brass and von Cramon 2002, 2004; Bunge

et al. 2002; Brass et al. 2003; Braver et al. 2003; Sakai and Passingham

2003, 2006; Wager and Smith 2003; Reynolds et al. 2004; Yeung et al.

2006; Dosenbach et al. 2007). The first analysis identified regions within

lPFC and PPC showing significant transient activity related to task

switching by identifying voxels with significantly increased event-

related response on task-switch trials relative to single-task trials

(averaging across YOUNG and OLD groups, P < 0.01), ensuring that the

voxel clusters included in the ROIs were unbiased with respect to age.

The use of the single-task trial, instead of task-repeat trial, as control

trial would provide appropriate analogue for the sustained effect

(mixed vs. single). Moreover, in order to examine cue-related effects,

the task-repeat trials might not be an appropriate baseline (although

they may be appropriate for examining target-related effects) because

both types of trials might involve cue-triggered activation of pre-

paratory control (Gilbert and Shallice 2002; Ruge et al. 2005; Sakai

2008). However, this case is unlikely in single-task trials, for which the

cue is always uninformative, again appropriate in control trial with the

task-switch trial.

Two subsequent analyses were conducted on the regions identified

in this first analysis. One of these decomposed the transient response

into both cue-related and target-related components (Fox et al. 2007).

Cue-related activity was defined as differences in parameter estimates

between the average of frames 2 and 3 and the average of frames

1,7, and 8. Target-related activity was defined as the difference in

parameter estimate between the average of frames 4, 5, and 6 and the

average of frames 1, 7, and 8. It is possible that some of this activation

level was influenced by blood oxygen level--dependent effects bleeding

over from the cue period. However, with the time constant of the

hemodynamic response (3--6 s), it is still most likely that time points

4--6 were dominated by target rather than cue effects.

Another analysis examined the relationship between trial-by-trial

fluctuations in reaction time and the magnitude of the event-related

response. Event-related modulations due to reaction time fluctuations

were estimated separately for each of the 3 trial types (single task, task

repeat, and task switch). Reaction time speed was coded via a binning

procedure, with trials sorted into 10 bins (0--9) ranging fastest to

slowest in 10% increments. The bin code for each trial was then used as

a parametric regressor within the GLM. Based on the regression

parameter, the event-related response at each identified ROI was

calculated for the fastest and slowest bins. Thus, the estimated effect of

RT on event-related activity involved the whole data set (i.e., not just

a small subset of extreme fastest and slowest bins) but did allow us to

plot the predicted values for the extreme fastest and slowest bins.

These estimates were then subjected to statistical analyses to examine

whether response speed influenced task-switching effects on brain

activation dynamics. This analysis was only applied to examine transient

effects and not sustained effects because by definition, the sustained

effect persists throughout task block (i.e., across multiple trials).

Results

Behavioral Results

Task accuracy was high in both of the groups, over 85% correct

for all conditions (Table 1). The accuracy of the OLD group was

significantly lower than the YOUNG group (OLD vs. YOUNG;

overall: t25 = –2.58, P < 0.05; single: t25 = –2.32, P < 0.05; repeat:

t25 = –2.37, P < 0.05; switch: t25 = –1.72, P < 0.10). In both of

the groups, the mixing cost on accuracy (mix vs. single) was

not significant (OLD: t13 = –1.32, P = 0.21; YOUNG: t12 = –0.43,

P = 0.65), but the switch cost in accuracy (switch vs. repeat)

was near significance in both groups (OLD: t13 = –1.90, P = 0.08;

YOUNG: t12 = –2.00, P = 0.07). There was no group difference in

switch cost (i.e., switch vs. repeat) (t25 = –0.04) or mixing cost

(i.e., repeat vs. single) (t25 = 0.69).

Consistent with the accuracy effects, reaction times in the

OLD group were significantly longer than the YOUNG group

(OLD vs. YOUNG; overall: t25 = 3.13, P < 0.01; single: t25 = 3.15,

P < 0.01; repeat: t25 = 2.74, P < 0.05; switch: t25 = 3.03, P <

0.01). Although there were significant mixing and switch costs

in both of the groups (OLD—switch cost: t13 = 4.56, P < 0.001;

mixing cost: t13 = 2.72, P < 0.05; YOUNG—switch cost: t12 =
3.61, P < 0.01; mixing cost: t12 = 3.74, P < 0.01), the group

differences were again not significant (switch cost: t25 = –1.4;

mixing cost: t25 = 0.59).

These behavioral observations suggest that the OLD group

experienced robust cognitive declines in task performance.

However, the lower performance of participants in the OLD

group was likely due to a general cognitive decline, which is

typical of older adults, and was relatively independent of

a specific decline in task-switching performance. The overall

performance of the OLD group was relatively high and may

reflect relatively preserved cognitive functioning in the

recruited participants. This would be consistent with our

other previous studies of cognition in older adults using the

same participant pool that exhibited comparable behavioral

performance to young adults during performance of a context

processing task (the AX continuous performance task), fre-

quently used to probe executive functions (Paxton et al.

2008). Moreover, the relative comparability of behavioral

performance across the 2 groups indicates that the imaging

results can be interpreted without concerns regarding

confounds due to behavior change (Reuter-Lorenz and Lustig

2005; Braver and West 2007).

Imaging Results

Sustained versus Transient aPFC Activity

Within the right hemisphere aPFC ROI, a voxel cluster was

identified (26 voxels; peak coordinate: [27, 45, 15]; BA 46/10;

see Fig. 1a). Inspection of the sustained activation pattern in

this region confirmed the presence of a significant group (OLD

vs. YOUNG) 3 task block (mix vs. single) interaction (F1,25 =
6.69, P < 0.05). The source of this interaction was that in

younger adults, there was significant sustained activity in the

MIX condition (t12 = 2.44, P < 0.05), and this was also

significantly greater than SINGLE (mix vs. single: t12 = 4.08, P <

0.002), whereas in older adults, sustained activity was absent

Table 1
Behavioral performance (mean (standard error of the mean))

Group Single Repeat Switch Overall

Accuracy
Old 0.925 (0.011) 0.906 (0.014) 0.873 (0.021) 0.901 (0.013)
Young 0.953 (0.005) 0.947 (0.010) 0.913 (0.010) 0.938 (0.005)

Reaction time (ms)
Old 1171.5 (59.0) 1251.6 (59.0) 1362.5 (65.9) 1261.9 (62.7)
Young 969.8 (25.1) 1058.2 (38.6) 1124.3 (42.7) 1050.8 (33.7)
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(mix: t13 = –0.42, P = 0.68; mix vs. single: t13 = 0.13, P = 0.90).

The anatomical location of this aPFC region is within 20 mm

from other aPFC foci identified in previous task-switching

studies (Sakai and Passingham 2003, 2006; Crone et al. 2006),

thus validating its use in the current study.

The above result suggests that in the OLD group, there was

a reduction of sustained activity associated with cognitive

control during task switching. We confirmed this directly

through a whole-brain exploratory analysis. For this analysis, we

used the identical criteria for identification of sustained effects

that was employed in our previous study of the YOUNG group

(Braver et al. 2003; see also Supplementary Materials). The

whole-brain analysis confirmed that there was an absence of

sustained activity in the OLD group throughout the whole PFC

and PPC (Fig. S1a and Table S1 in Supplementary Materials). In

contrast, when analyzed separately, the YOUNG group

exhibited significant sustained activity in the aPFC region, as

reported previously (see Table 2 and Fig. 2 in Braver et al.

2003). These results validate the present ROI approach in

terms of aPFC sustained/transient activity (i.e., absence of PFC/

PPC sustained activity in the OLD group and presence of aPFC

sustained activity in the YOUNG group).

A further analysis examined the pattern of transient, event-

related responses in this aPFC region. As reported previously, in

the YOUNG group, there was no event-related activation in

aPFC for any of the trial types (max t < 1.3, min P > 0.20; Braver

et al. 2003). However, as shown in Figure 1b,c, the OLD group

showed an increased transient response in this same region

compared with the YOUNG group (age main effect: F1,25 = 4.37,

P < 0.05). Furthermore, in the OLD group, event-related

activation on switch trials was significantly increased relative to

nonswitch trials (switch: t13 = 2.56, P < 0.05; switch vs. repeat:

t13 = 2.58, P < 0.05; switch vs. single: t13 = 2.20, P < 0.05). A

2-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the transient activity

pattern, including trial type (single and switch) and group

(OLD and YOUNG) as factors, revealed a significant interaction

effect (F1,25 = 4.79, P < 0.05), with neither of the main effects

significant (age: F1,25 = 3.75, P = 0.06; trial: F1,25 = 1.09, P = 0.30).

Figure 1b,c shows the magnitude and time course of the MRI

signal for event-related effects (single, task-repeat, and task-

switch trials), demonstrating transient activity in the OLD

group and the absence of the transient activity in the YOUNG

group. A supplementary analysis confirmed this interaction

pattern using a different approach to estimate event-related

activation magnitude (see Supplementary Materials).

Together, these observations indicate a double dissociation

in the aPFC in terms of the group and the dynamics of activity

(i.e., sustained vs. transient) during the mixed block. To

statistically verify this dissociation, we computed the task-

switching effect for both the sustained (mix block – single

block) and transient (switch trial – single trial) activity

measures and subjected these to a 2-way repeated-measures

ANOVA with group (OLD an YOUNG) and dynamics (sustained

and transient) as factors. A significant crossover interaction

effect was observed (F1,25 = 7.23, P < 0.05; main effects not

significant: max F < 2.53; min P > 0.11), consistent with

a double dissociation pattern.

Finally, we examined whether this age-related double

dissociation observed in aPFC was idiosyncratic to this region

or rather representative of a brain-wide shift. We calculated,

using a liberal threshold (P < 0.05, uncorrected), the number of

voxels across the whole brain showing sustained activity

(mixed block - single block), in which activation levels were

significantly different across the 2 age groups (OLD vs.

YOUNG). The same calculation was performed for transient

activity (switch trial – single trial). The results of this analysis

indicated that of the 6053 voxels showing age differences in

sustained activity, 58% were of the YOUNG > OLD pattern.

Moreover, and consonant with the results described above, the

OLD > YOUNG reversed pattern was not observed for

sustained activity (i.e., mix minus single) within any region of

PFC. Conversely, of the 7746 voxels showing age differences in

transient activity, 89% were of the OLD > YOUNG pattern.

Thus, the age-related shift in activation dynamics observed in

aPFC seems fairly representative of a brain-wide pattern.

Figure 1. Sustained and transient activity in the aPFC. The ROI is indicated by
a yellow arrow in the 3D surface of the brain. (a) Sustained activity in each age group
(OLD and YOUNG) in the single- (SNG) and mixed (MIX)-task blocks (expressed in
terms of mean percent signal change relative to fixation). (b) Transient activity in the
same region. The format is similar to (a) but showing activity in the mixed block
divided into switch (SWT) and repeat (RPT) trial types. The magnitudes were
computed by a cross-correlation with a standard hemodynamic response function
(see also Materials and methods). The activity in the mixed task is divided into repeat
and switch trials. SNG, single; RPT, repeat; SWT, switch. (c) Time course of MRI
signal for the transient activity over the course of the trial for the OLD and YOUNG
groups in the same region. The x-axis indicates time in fMRI frames (i.e., 2.5-s TRs).
Significant differences and interactions are indicated by asterisks (*P\ 0.05, **P\
0.01); error bars are standard error of the mean across participants.
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Brain--Behavior Relationship in aPFC

We next examined whether the age differences in sustained

and transient activity within aPFC were related to behavioral

performance effects. Specifically, a voxel-wise correlation

analysis was performed within the aPFC ROI in order to

examine whether between-subjects differences in the magni-

tude of sustained and transient activity were correlated with

mixing and switching reaction time costs. As shown in

Figure 2a,b (left, top), the YOUNG group exhibited a significant

negative correlation between sustained activity and mixing

cost (peak correlation: [30, 48, 18]; r = –0.64, t12 = –2.81, P <

0.05; cluster size: 20 voxels). Thus, greater sustained activity in

the YOUNG group was associated with a smaller cost on

performance. However, there were no such correlations within

aPFC for the OLD group (for the region identified in the

YOUNG group correlation, r = 0.07, P = 0.81). In contrast, when

transient activity was examined in relationship to switching

cost (switch trials - repeat trials), a significant correlation was

observed for the OLD group (peak correlation: [33, 48, 24]; r =
0.66, t13 = 3.1, P < 0.01; cluster size: 28 voxels). Interestingly,

the direction of this correlation was positive, indicating that

more transient activity was associated with a larger switch cost.

There were no significant correlations in transient activity

observed for the YOUNG group (for the region identified in the

OLD, r = 0.39, P = 0.18).

Although the aPFC regions showing these significant

correlations were not fully overlapping with each other or

the region showing the double dissociation in activation

dynamics (the correlation failed to reach significance in this

region), the peak coordinates were located within 12 mm

distance from each other (i.e., [27, 45, 15], [30, 48, 18], and [33,

48, 24]). As spatial smoothing was used in the present study

(9-mm FWHM), it is not possible to rule out the hypothesis that

the smoothing created disparate peaks in what might have

been a single right hemisphere aPFC functional region.

Transient Activity in lPFC and PPC

Within the left hemisphere lPFC and PPC ROIs, numerous voxel

clusters were identified. These included a cluster in the

posterior part of the lPFC (BA 44/45; 68 voxels; peak

coordinate: [–48, 12, 15]) and the PPC (BA 40/39; 93 voxels;

peak coordinate: [–30, –54, 42]). The anatomical locations of the

posterior lPFC and PPC are close to the regions identified in the

previous studies showing transient task-switching effects

(Dove et al. 2000; Kimberg et al. 2000; Sohn et al. 2000; Brass

and von Cramon 2002, 2004; Brass et al. 2003; Braver et al.

2003; Bunge et al. 2003; Sakai and Passingham 2003, 2006; Asari

et al. 2005; Crone et al. 2006; Yeung et al. 2006).

A complementary whole-brain exploratory analysis was also

performed separately for the OLD group using the identical

criteria in our previous study to identify regions in the YOUNG

group (Braver et al. 2003; see also Supplementary Materials).

The OLD group exhibited significant transient activity in

multiple cortical regions during task-switch trials, including

PPC and posterior lPFC regions near the previous ROIs in our

previous report (Fig. S1 and Table S1 in Supplementary

Materials; see also Table 2 and Fig. 2 in Braver et al. 2003).

This finding validates the present ROI approach in terms of

lPFC/PPC transient activity that was observed independently of

age group. Thus, subsequent analyses focused on the PPC and

posterior lPFC regions.

Figure 3a shows the time course of MRI signal in the

posterior lPFC and PPC regions, demonstrating that both the

YOUNG and the OLD groups exhibited robust transient

responses that increased on task-switch trials. However, this

transient activation comprised event-related responses to both

the cue/delay periods and target/response periods occurring

during the trial. We thus examined these 2 periods separately

in follow-up analyses. In terms of cue-related activation, we

found that in the posterior lPFC region, the YOUNG group

showed an increased response on switch trials relative to single

trials (t12 = 2.80, P < 0.05), whereas the OLD group did not

show such an effect (t13 = –1.35, P = 0.20). The age group

difference in cue-related activity was also statistically reliable

(t25 = 2.67, P < 0.05). Conversely, when we examined the PPC,

the opposite pattern was observed. The OLD group showed

Figure 2. Brain--behavior relationship in the aPFC. (a) Correlation maps (coronal
sections at labeled Talairach coordinate) showing significant relationship in aPFC
between sustained/transient activity and mixing/switch cost (and masked by
corresponding activation contrast). Correlation coefficient was calculated between
the activation (sustained: MIX vs. SNG; transient: SWT vs. RPT) and corresponding
cost on reaction time (i.e., mixing or switch). (b) Scatterplot of correlations for
sustained effect (upper row) in aPFC region indicated by arrow in left panel of (a) and
for transient effect (lower row) in aPFC region indicated by arrow in right panel of
(a). Leftmost plots are for older participants (OLD) and rightmost plots are for younger
participants (YOUNG); each dot indicates 1 participant. Data are plotted with percent
signal change (MIX vs. SNG or SWT vs. RPT) on y-axis and behavioral cost (mixing or
switch) on x-axis.
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a significant switch-related cue response (t13 = 2.20, P < 0.05),

but the YOUNG group did not (t12 = –0.74, P = 0.47), with the

age difference again being statistically reliable (t25 = 2.31, P <

0.05). These findings indicate a double dissociation between

the posterior lPFC and PPC in terms of aging effects on the

switch-related cue response. A 2-way repeated-measures

ANOVA confirmed that the age 3 region interaction was

statistically reliable (F1,25 = 6.35, P < 0.05; see Fig. 3c).

It is important to note that the age differences in the PPC

were observed not because the YOUNG group failed to show

a cue response in this region but rather because the region

showed a strong cue response on all trials in the YOUNG group

(single: t12 = 3.26, P < 0.01; repeat: t12 = 3.39, P < 0.01; switch:

t12 = 3.34, P < 0.01; Fig. 3b right) but only on switch trials in

OLD group. Yet, the reverse pattern was not true for the OLD

group in the lPFC. In fact, the lPFC did not show a cue response

on any of the trial types for this group (max |t| < 1.3, P > 0.20).

These observations regarding cue-related activity collectively

indicate that the double dissociation revealed in Figure 3c (left)

cannot be explained by a simple age-related switch or reversal

in the functional role played by lPFC and PPC. Rather, it

suggests that whereas in the YOUNG group, PPC serves

a general cue-related function with lPFC becoming additionally

recruited on switch trials, in the OLD group, only the switch

trial cue response in PPC is preserved.

Analyses of the target-related response indicated a significant

switch-related increase in activity in the YOUNG for both the

PPC (switch vs. single: t12 = 2.99, P < 05) and lPFC (t12 = 2.50,

P < 0.05). In the OLD, the effect was also significant for the PPC

(t13 = 2.26, P < 0.05), but not for the lPFC (t13 = 1.42, P = 0.17).

However, in neither region was the effect of age significant

(max |t| < 1). Together, these results indicate that cognitive

aging has effects on the cue but not target-related responses in

these regions.

Brain--Behavior Relationships in lPFC and PPC

We examined the relationship between the magnitude of the

event-related response in the lPFC and PPC regions and trial-by-

trial fluctuations in response speed. In the lPFC, the effect of

response speed impacted the magnitude of the cue-related

response in the YOUNG group, with the fastest switch trials

showing increased cue-related activity relative to both slow

switch trials (t12 = 2.80, P < 0.05) and fast single trials (t12 =
3.19, P < 0.01). However, no such differentiation was observed

in the OLD group (Fig. 4a). This pattern was confirmed by

a statistically significant 3-way interaction between group (OLD

and YOUNG), trial (switch and single), and RT (fastest and

slowest) (F1,25 = 4.07, P = 0.05). In the PPC, the opposite

pattern appeared, with the effect of response speed impacting

the magnitude of the cue-related response in the OLD group

but not the YOUNG group. For the OLD group, increased cue-

related activation was only observed on the fastest switch trials

(switch vs. single, fast: t13 = 2.24, P < 0.05; switch vs. single,

slow: t13 = 0.89, P = 0.36; Fig. 4b right). On the other hand, in

the YOUNG group, cue-related activity was significant in both

of the fastest and the slowest trials (slow: F1,12 = 11.79, P < 0.01;

fast: F1,12 = 8.07, P < 0.05), but main effect of RT was not

significant (F1,12 = 0.06, P = 0.81; Fig. 4b left). Thus, the

relationship between cue-related activity and RT was consis-

tent with the average activation patterns described in the

previous section, in that cue-related activity in lPFC seems to

play a stronger functional role in task performance for the

YOUNG group, whereas cue-related activity in PPC seemed

more strongly linked to performance for the OLD group.

In terms of target-related activity, the effect of RT was

significant for the lPFC (slowest > fastest: F1,25 = 35.30, P <

0.0001), such that target responses were larger on the slowest

trials. However, this effect did not interact with age or trial type

(Fs < 1.5, P values > 0.26). The effect of RT was not only

significant for the PPC (slowest > fastest: F1,25 = 6.71, P < 0.05)

but also significantly interacted with age (YOUNG > OLD:

F1,25 = 5.27, P < 0.05). Thus, in both groups, trials for which

performance is poor (i.e., RTs are slow) are associated with

a substantial increase in target-related activation of lPFC and

PPC. However, the larger effect in PPC for the YOUNG group

suggests that they may have had an easier time transiently

recruiting additional mechanisms to assist in response selection

on such trials. This effect might partially potentially explain the

slower RTs and lower accuracy of the OLD group on this task,

Figure 3. Cue- and target-related components of the transient activity in the lPFC
and PPC near intraparietal sulcus. (a) Leftmost panel shows the lPFC ROI on 3D brain
surface. Time course of MRI signal in OLD (middle) and YOUNG (right) groups, with
similar format to Figure 1c. Cue- and target-related components are highlighted by
yellow and green background, respectively. (b) Leftmost panel shows the PPC ROI
on 3D brain surface. The format is similar to that in the panel (a). Significant cue-
related activity in the switch trials (red line) is indicated by daggers. (yP\ 0.05), and
significant cue-related activity across trial types are indicated by double daggers
(zzP\ 0.01). (c) Decomposition of transient activity into cue (left panel) and target
(right panel) components in each region and for each age group. The y-axis indicates
percent signal change (SWT vs. SNG). Significant activity, difference, and interactions
are indicated by asterisks (*P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01).
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which occurred independently of trial type (as did the RT

effect on target-related activation in these regions).

Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate 2 age-related double

dissociations during task switching: 1) older adults showed

a reduction in sustained activation of aPFC but an increase in

switch-related transient activity in this region and 2) older

adults had a reduced switch-related response to task cues in

posterior lPFC but an increased response in PPC. Together,

these findings suggest that cognitive aging produces a qualita-

tive shift in the temporal dynamics of brain activity and may

indicate that older adults utilize different control strategies

during task performance. In particular, as described further

below, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that

younger adults primarily rely on proactive cognitive control

during task switching, whereas older adults rely more heavily

on a reactive control strategy (Braver and West 2007; Paxton

et al. 2008; Braver et al. 2009).

Age-Related Changes in aPFC Function

Previous neuroimaging studies have suggested that the aPFC is

implicated in higher level cognitive representations such as goal

structure (Koechlin et al. 1999, 2003; Burgess et al. 2000; Braver

and Bongiolatti 2002), relational integration (Christoff et al.

2001; Bunge et al. 2005; De Pisapia et al. 2006), and task rules

(Bunge et al. 2003; Sakai and Passingham 2003, 2006). Consistent

with these previous observations, the sustained aPFC activity

observed here in young adults may reflect active maintenance of

task sets or rules. In particular, aPFC may contribute to task--rule

representation by implementing a top-level node in a decision

tree that reflects the hierarchical structure of the experimental

context (see also Fig. S2 in Supplementary Materials), such that

the different tasks are represented as alternative (and mutually

exclusive) pathways or branches (Koechlin et al. 2003; Bunge

et al. 2005; Botvinick 2007; Badre 2008; Sakai 2008). Thus,

sustained aPFC activation may reflect a proactive control

strategy that facilitates rapid interpretation of task cues in

a top-down manner. This interpretation is supported by the

finding that in younger adults, aPFC sustained activity was

negatively correlated with the mixing cost, indicating that

higher activation levels were associated with better management

of the multitask environment.

A surprising finding was that older adults showed increased

transient activation in the same region of aPFC. Moreover, in

older adults, aPFC activity was positively rather than negatively

correlated with behavior and was associated with the switch

cost rather than mixing cost. The positive direction of

correlation indicates that increased aPFC activity was linked

to poorer switching performance, probably reflecting a com-

pensatory processes recruited in some older adult participants.

It is thus likely that the transient, target-driven activity

dynamics reflects a reactive control strategy, as is suggested

by behavioral studies (Mayr 2001). This hypothesis is notewor-

thy in terms of the seeming inconsistency of the brain--behavior

correlations observed here with prior findings in which in-

creased activity among older adults was associated with more

effective compensation (e.g., Cabeza 2002). One speculation is

that previous event-related and blocked fMRI studies may not

have been able to detect such dissociable dynamics because

the transient and sustained activity shifted in opposite

directions. Nevertheless, the present study suggests that aPFC

is also important for both proactive and reactive cognitive

control strategies in certain tasks but with the proactive

strategy being more strongly linked to optimal performance in

this region.

One possible functional interpretation is that older adults

transiently recruit aPFC to resolve ambiguity, competition, or

interference between task sets that may be greatest on task-

switch trials and especially under conditions in which

a hierarchical rule representation was not previously active

(Botvinick 2007; Badre 2008; Sakai 2008). Or, alternatively,

aPFC may implement a task--rule integration function, which is

recruited on a post-target basis (Christoff et al. 2001; Bunge

et al. 2005). Thus, in older adults, aPFC may have helped to

facilitate responding but at a cost of increased response

slowing. Regardless of which particular explanation of aPFC

function is correct, the sustained-to-transient shift in this

region’s dynamics indicates that access to high-level cognitive

representations is changed in a temporal rather than anatom-

ical manner with increasing age.

Figure 4. Transient activity as a function of trial RT in the OLD and YOUNG group.
(a) Time courses of MRI signal in lPFC estimated for fastest (upper panels) and
slowest (lower panels) RT trials. (b) Time courses of MRI signal in PPC. The format is
similar to that in Figure 3a. Significant cue-related activity in the switch trials is
indicated by daggers (yP \ 0.05) and across trial types is indicated by double
daggers (zP\ 0.05, zzP\ 0.01).
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One interesting question may be how transient and

sustained activity cooperatively contribute to behavioral

performance. Specifically, we found that sustained aPFC

positively contributed to performance in the YOUNG group,

whereas transient aPFC negatively contributed to performance

in the OLD group. Because the older adults did not show

sustained activity, it would be natural to assume that there was

no relationship between this activity and their performance. A

similar inference could apply for aPFC transient activity in

young adults. On the other hand, a clear extension of our

interpretation would be to assume that sustained aPFC

contributes positively, whereas transient aPFC activity contrib-

utes negatively to performance in both groups. Such within-

groups double dissociations in brain--behavior relationships

might be possible to observe in larger sample studies that have

sufficient statistical power to detect such complex between-

subjects effects (i.e., correlations).

Age-Related Changes in lPFC and PPC Function

The current results indicated robust transient activity in lPFC

and PPC associated with task switching. This finding replicates

many prior reports (Dove et al. 2000; Kimberg et al. 2000; Sohn

et al. 2000; DiGirolamo et al. 2001; Wallis et al. 2001; Brass and

von Cramon 2002, 2004; Brass et al. 2003; Bunge et al. 2003;

Sakai and Passingham 2003, 2006; Wallis and Miller 2003; Crone

et al. 2006) and suggests a fairly consistent role for these

regions in the updating of task sets or task rules. Importantly,

however, even though both older and younger adults robustly

engaged these regions, a more detailed examination of the

temporal dynamics also revealed important age differences.

Within lPFC, cue-related activity was increased on switch trials

and contributed to fast performance in younger but not older

adults. Conversely, within PPC, younger adults showed

consistent cue-related activity that contributed to fast perfor-

mance on all trials, whereas in older adults, cue-related

responses were present only on switch trials. This suggests

that younger adults more actively engaged preparatory control

mechanisms to facilitate responding, whereas older adults

primarily engaged in preparatory activation to manage the

increased control demands present on task-switch trials.

Imaging studies of brain structure in older adults have

revealed regional cortical volume reductions in some of the

same lPFC and PPC regions that are the focus of the current

results (e.g., Raz et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2007). Moreover, in

recent work, age-related changes in lPFC and PPC activity during

task switching have been linked to a reduction in white matter

integrity in pathways that might link these structures (Gold et al.

2008; Madden et al. 2009). The older adults participating in the

current study may have also suffered from exhibited age-related

volume reductions or white matter changes in PFC, PPC, and

other regions. However, this cannot fully explain the observed

pattern of results because these were more complex than

a simple change in activation magnitude. In particular, the lPFC

and PPC reductions were selectively observed during the cue

period and not the target period.

Recent event-related brain potential studies have also

revealed age-related differences during task switching, with

prolonged potential and increased latency in older adults during

cue period (Kray et al. 2005; Friedman et al. 2008; West and

Travers 2008). Moreover, the older adults revealed increased

magnitude during target period, which might reflect compen-

satory potential (Kray et al. 2005). These results are consistent

with the reactive strategy hypothesis in the older adults.

A possible functional interpretation of lPFC and PPC is that

they both mediate a form of task-based attention that can be

constrained in a top-down manner by advance cues as well as in

a bottom-up manner by target stimuli. Previous research and

theories suggest a natural division of labor between the 2

regions (Fig. S2 in Supplementary Materials; see also Snyder

et al. 2000; Bunge et al. 2001), in which lPFC mediates attention

more toward abstract stimulus dimensions, whereas the PPC

might mediate attention toward response dimensions or

stimulus--response mapping rules.

The age-related shift in dynamics across the 2 regions also

suggests a change in the cognitive control strategies used by

younger and older adults. For younger adults, cue-related

activation of lPFC and PPC might indicate a proactive control

strategy of preparatory attentional focusing to facilitate rapid

target classification decisions in terms of both the selection of

task-relevant features and responses. The consistent pre-

paratory activation of lPFC and PPC might also arise as a result

of top-down sustained signals arising from aPFC, providing

input from a higher order task representation that is being

tonically maintained. Such effective use of cue information

allowed the young adults to achieve a proactive strategy. Of

course, further support for such a hypothesis would require

an in-depth analysis of functional connectivity dynamics

between the regions, which is beyond the scope of the

current study. In contrast for older adults, activation of lPFC

and PPC might primarily occur in a reactive manner, as

a means of resolving competition or ambiguity between

activated stimulus dimensions or mapping rules. The shift

toward reactive control might also have occurred as a direct

consequence of impaired cue utilization in older adults; such

an interpretation would be consistent with findings from

behavioral studies (Cepeda et al. 2001; Mayr and Liebscher

2001).

Age-Related Changes in Brain Activity versus Behavior

One caveat of the present results is that aging effects on brain

activity dynamics were observed in the absence of significant

age-related differences in behavioral switch and mixing costs.

The preserved behavioral performance found in the older adults

may be not only due to the high-functioning older adults that

participated in the present study, but also a function of the lower

task-switching demands imposed by the experimental paradigm.

Specifically, in the current study, switching occurred between 2

different semantic classification tasks rather than involving

a cross-modal task switch (e.g., between lexical/phonological

vs. semantic dimensions; Sakai and Passingham 2006). Indeed, in

such cross-modal switching paradigms, the magnitude of switch

and mixing costs are typically larger (in both younger and older

adults) than that observed in the current study (c.f., Rogers and

Monsell 1995; De Jong 2001; Mayr 2001; Reimers and Maylor

2005). The positive side of the present situation was that it

enabled interpretation of the imaging results without the

presence of confounds derived from age-related behavioral

impairment. However, the negative side is that it becomes more

difficult to determine the relationship between activation

changes and such behavioral impairments.

Future studies might resolve this issue by utilizing both

a low-demand task-switching paradigm during scanning along
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with a higher demand paradigm administered (to the same

participants) performed outside the scanner. In this manner,

age-related changes in neural activity during in-scanner task

performance can be more tightly linked to the degree of

behavioral impairment observed in the out-of-scanner, higher

demand task. In general, such experimental designs might

provide an especially useful means of establishing changes in

brain--behavior relationships among older adults during exec-

utive control tasks and as such better reveal the neural

mechanisms underlying this age-related cognitive decline.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at http://www.cercor.

oxfordjournals.org/.
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